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ABSTRACT
The advent of dual-modality PET/CT imaging has revolutionized the practice of clinical oncology, cardiology and
neurology by improving lesions localization and the possibility of accurate quantitative analysis. In addition, the use
of CT images for CT-based attenuation correction (CTAC) allows to decrease the overall scanning time and to
create a noise-free attenuation map (μmap). The near simultaneous data acquisition in a fixed combination of a PET
and a CT scanner in a hybrid PET/CT imaging system with a common patent table minimizes spatial and temporal
mismatches between the modalities by elimination the need to move the patient in between exams. As PET/CT
technology becomes more widely available, studies are beginning to appear in the literature that document the use of
PET/CT in a variety of different cancers, including lung, thyroid, ovarian, lymphoma, and unknown primary
cancers, and for general oncology, cardiology and neurology applications. Specific applications of PET/CT, such as
those for radiation therapy planning, are also being explored. The purpose of this review paper is to introduce the
principles of PET/CT imaging systems and describe the sources of error and artifact in CT-based attenuation
correction algorithm. This paper also focuses on recent developments and future trends in hybrid imaging and their
areas of application. It should be noted that due to limited space, the references contained herein are for illustrative
purposes and are not inclusive; no implication that those chosen are better than others not mentioned is intended.
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Sources of Error and Artifact in CTAC in PET/CT

There are many instances in which it would be
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1. Introduction
Diagnostic imaging began in the first decade of the

desirable to integrate the information obtained from

20th century after discovery of x-rays by Professor

two modalities of the same patient. The poor

Roentgen. The development of radiology as a first

anatomical resolution of PET and SPECT images can

imaging technique grew at a good pace until World

be improved by integration with high resolution

War II. Extensive use of x-ray imaging during the

images delivered by CT or MRI. The resulting image

second World War, and the advent of the digital

could be named as hybrid image. Figure 1 shows a

computer

transaxial slice from human chest acquired with

and

new

imaging

modalities

like

ultrasound, magnetic resonance imaging and nuclear

different

modalities,

left

(CT,

anatomical

medicine have combined to create an explosion of

information), middle (PET, functional information)

diagnostic imaging techniques in the past three

and right (PET/CT, fusion of anatomical and

decades [1].

functional information).

Clinical diagnosis is often supported by several
imaging modalities which provide complementary
information. Generally, this information can be
classified as anatomical and functional. Diagnosis,
(a)

staging and re-staging of cancer, as well as the
monitoring and planning of cancer treatment, has
traditionally relied on anatomic imaging like CT and
MRI. One of the disadvantages of anatomical

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: Transaxial slice from chest acquired with
different modalities: (a) CT; (b) PET; and (c) hybrid
PET/CT.

imaging techniques is their inability to characterize
the tumor. Lesions need to be characterized whether

Historically, the first dual-modality device was a

they are benign or malignant and if malignant it

combination of SPECT and CT. The pioneering work

would be helpful to know whether proliferation is

by Hasegawa et al.[3] and Lang et al. [4] combined

slow or fast. Necrotic, scar and inflammatory tissue

anatomical and functional images by using a single

often cannot be differentiated from malignancy based

detector for both modalities. In addition, the x-ray CT

on anatomic imaging alone. Anatomical imaging has

images were used to provide an attenuation map for

high sensitivity for detection of structural changes,

attenuation correction of SPECT data [5]. The first

but a low specificity further characterization of these

commercial SPECT/CT produced by GE Healthcare

abnormalities.

(Milwaukee, WI) was introduced in 1999 [6].

SPECT

and

PET

are

imaging

techniques that provide information on physiology

Although the idea of combining PET and CT

rather than anatomy. These modalities have been

was proposed in 1994, the first prototype dedicated

used for evaluation of tumor metabolism, difference

PET/CT scanner was installed in the University of

between tumor recurrence and radiation necrosis,

Pittsburgh Medical Center in 1998 [7]. The prototype

detection of hypoxic areas of the tumor, and other

was developed in collaboration with CTI PET

functional imaging [2].

systems (Knoxville, TN) and the first commercial
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system approved by FDA was presented at the 2000

accumulation.

Society of Nuclear Medicine meeting in St. Louis.

pathologically

Thereafter,

WI)

pathologically increased turnover in a nonmalignant

introduced a PET/CT system, now named Discovery

process (e.g., inflammation, thyroid nodule), or

LS, at the 2000 Radiological Society of North

increased but physiological uptake in an activated

America (RSNA) meeting in Chicago and Philips

organ (e.g., fatty tissue, muscle, endocrine gland).

Medical Systems (Milville, TN) presented their

The high-resolution anatomical information from

version of combined PET/CT, the Gemini, at the

PET/CT improves the differentiation of physiological

RSNA meeting in 2001. Combined PET/CT scanners

(normal) uptake of

have been in production for less than 7 years and the

and other radiopharmaceuticals from that associated

technology is undergoing rapid evolution. The

with disease, and thereby can reduce false positive

introduction of new geometrical designs, scintillator

errors in comparison to lesion characterization when

crystals and fast electronics in PET components and

PET imaging is used alone [15].

GE

Healthcare

(Milwaukee,

This

finding

increased

may

be

(tumor)

due

to

turnover,

18

F-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG)

in parallel increasing the number of detector rows and
reduction of rotation time in CT scanners will

2. PET/CT Physics and Instrumentation

potentially increase the performance of PET/CT

In current PET/CT designs, the two scanners (PET

scanners [8].

and CT) are physically separate with the CT position

The advent of PET/CT scanners is considered as

anterior of the PET, in the same cover (Fig. 2). The

a major advance in medical imaging technology and

advantage of this minimal hardware integration is

health care. PET/CT systems offer significant

that each system can use the latest technology,

advantages over stand alone PET including decreased

independently. In the last seven years, since the

overall scanning time and increased accuracy in

introduction of PET/CT in clinical area, there have

lesions localization. As the name implies, PET/CT

been significant advances in both CT and PET

combines

technology and consequently these advances become

the

information

produced

by

two

sophisticated imaging modalities: the functional

incorporated

information

scanners [9].

from

PET

with

the

anatomical

into

current

generation

PET/CT

information from CT into a single procedure [9]. The
combination of two complementary modalities
significantly

increases

the

diagnostic

accuracy

compared to each of the two modalities, as well as
the two imaging modalities viewed side-by-side [1014],

in

addition

PET/CT

improves

disease

(a)

(b)

localization and facilitates treatment planning for
radiation oncology or surgery [6]. The number of
inconclusive PET findings will be reduced by
accurate identification of the site of the activity

Figure 2: (a) Schematic illustration of a PET/CT scanner.
Reprinted with permission from ref. [8] (b) Individual PET
and CT modules placed in one cover in a commercial
Discovery LS PET/CT scanner. Courtesy of GE Healthcare.
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X-ray computed tomography is an imaging
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modality

that

produces

cross-sectional

coincidence imaging. PET imaging systems detect

images

annihilation events by means of several rings of

representing the x-ray attenuation properties of the

photon detectors that surround the patient. When two

body. Unlike conventional tomography, CT does not

matching

suffer from interference from structures in the patient

annihilation event are recorded within nanoseconds

outside the slice being imaged. This is achieved by

of each other, two opposite detectors register a

irradiating only thin slices of the patient.

coincidence event along the line between both

photons

originating

from

the

same

Compared to planar radiography, CT images

detectors. The PET system then registers all lines of

have superior contrast resolution, i.e, they are capable

response between each detector pair registering a

of distinguishing very small differences between

coincidence event during the scan. At the end of the

tissues attenuation. Two steps are necessary to derive

acquisition, there will be areas of overlapping lines

a CT image: firstly, physical measurements of the

which indicate more highly concentrated areas of

attenuation of x-rays traversing the patient in

radioactivity, according to the tracer distribution

different directions; and secondly mathematical

within the patient body. Then the raw data can be

calculations of the linear attenuation coefficients, µ,

reconstructed to create cross sectional images

all over the slice. The patient remains on the

representing the radioactivity distribution into the

examination table while the x-ray tube rotates in a

tissues [17].

circular or spiral orbit around the patient in a plane
perpendicular to the length-axis of the patient. The
data acquisition system is an array of several hundred
small separate detectors placed on the opposite side
of the patient [16].

decay. When a nucleus undergoes positron decay, the
result is a new nuclide with one fewer proton and one
more neutron, as well as the emission of positron and
a neutrino. As positrons pass through matter, they
experience the same interactions as electrons,
including loss of energy through ionization and
excitation of nearby atoms and molecules. After
losing enough energy and travelling a given distance
in matter (depending the initial energy of the
positron), the positron will annihilate with a nearby
electron and two photons in opposite directions are
emitted each with energy of 511 keV. These photons
the

basis

Several physical factors can degrade image quality
and quantitative accuracy in PET. These factors
include but are not limited to: scattered photons [18],

PET imaging relies on the nature of positron

are

3. Attenuation Correction Strategies in PET

of

coincidence

detection

and

physiological as well as patient motion [19],
attenuation of photons [20], partial volume effect
[21], parallax effect [22], positron range and noncollinearity [23]. The most important factor is
attenuation of photons in tissues, which can affect
both visual interpretation and quantitative accuracy of
PET data [20]. Attenuation correction has been
shown to improve image quality, lesion detection,
staging and management of patients in clinical
oncology compared to non-attenuation corrected
images [24].
Reliable attenuation correction methods for PET
require determination of an attenuation map, which
represents the spatial distribution of linear attenuation
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coefficients at 511 keV for the region under study.

more

After the attenuation map is generated, it can be

methods) must be performed to generate the

incorporated into image reconstruction algorithms to

attenuation map. This includes transmission scanning

correct the emission data for errors contributed by

using external radionuclide sources, x-ray CT

photon attenuation (Fig. 3). The methods for

scanning and segmented MRI data. In stand alone

generating the attenuation maps can be categorized in

PET systems, the most widely used attenuation

two main classes: transmissionless methods and

correction technique is radionuclide transmission

transmission-based methods [20].

scanning

adequate

before

methods

(transmission-based

(pre-injection),

during

(simultaneous) or after (post-injection) emission scan
[25]. The use of x-ray CT scans offers the advantage
of higher photon fluence rates and faster transmission
scan, in addition to true anatomic imaging and
localization capability that can not be obtained using
(a)

(b)

(c)

radionuclide transmission scans [20]. The clinical use
of MRI-based attenuation correction techniques

Figure 3. Illustration of reconstruction artifact resulting
from lack of attenuation correction for uniform
distribution of activity in a cylindrical phantom. (a)
Reconstructed image without attenuation correction. (b)
Uniform attenuation map at 511 keV. (c) Same slice as
(a) after applying attenuation correction. Reprinted with
permission from ref. [20].

currently is limited to brain imaging. In this method
the T1-weighted MR images are realigned to
preliminary reconstructed

PET data using

an

automatic algorithm and then segmented to classify
the tissues in different categories depending on their

Transmissionless correction methods are based

density and composition. Then the theoretical tissue-

on calculation of boundary and distribution of

dependent attenuation coefficients are assigned to the

attenuation coefficients by means of approximate

related voxels in order to generate an appropriate

mathematical methods, statistical modeling for

attenuation map [26].

simultaneous estimation of attenuation and emission
distribution and consistency conditions criteria. It is
generally difficult to generate accurate attenuation
map using transmissionless methods especially in
whole-body

imaging

with

more

complex

juxtapositions of media with different attenuation
properties

and

irregular

contours.

Therefore,

transmissionless techniques have limited value for
clinical applications [20].
In clinical applications, in which the attenuation
coefficient distribution is not known a priori, and for
areas of inhomogeneous attenuation such as the chest,

4. CT-Based Attenuation Correction in PET
Attenuation

maps

generated

for

attenuation

correction have traditionally been obtained using
external radionuclide sources. This process is
identical conceptually to the process of generating
CT images with an x-ray tube that transmits radiation
through the body, with transmitted intensity recorded
by an array of detector elements. The transmission
data can then be reconstructed using a tomographic
algorithm that inherently calculates the attenuation
coefficients at each point in the reconstructed slice.
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The reconstructed CT image contains pixel values

image by the ratio of attenuation coefficients of water

that are related to the linear attenuation coefficient at

at CT and PET energies. A single effective energy is

that point in the patient, calculated from the effective

chosen to represent the CT spectrum, typically in the

CT energy at operational tube voltage of scanner.

range of 50-80 keV [30].

However, the attenuation map at 511 keV can be

Segmentation. This method forms the attenuation

generated from the CT images to correct the PET

image at 511 keV by segmenting the reconstructed

emission data for photon attenuation [20, 27]. CT-

CT image into different tissue types. The CT image

based attenuation correction offers four significant

value for each tissue type is then replaced with

advantages [28]: first, the CT data will have much

appropriate attenuation coefficients at 511 keV.

lower statistical noise; second, the CT scan can be

Typical choices for tissue types are soft tissue, bone,

acquired much more quickly than a radionuclide

and lung [28, 35].

transmission scan; third is ability to collect

Hybrid. This method appears to be the most

uncontaminated post-injection transmission scan and

promising and is based on a combination of the

forth, using the x-ray transmission scan eliminates the

scaling and segmentation methods above using the

need for PET transmission hardware and periodic

fact that for most materials except bone, the ratio of

replacement of

68

68

Ge/ Ga positron sources. A

the linear attenuation coefficient at any two photon

potential benefit not yet fully explored is the direct

energies is essentially constant [31].

incorporation of anatomical information derived from

Piece-wise linear. In this method, series of CT scans

the CT data into the PET image reconstruction

from a known material (e.g. K2HPO4 solution) with

process and correction for partial volume effect [29].

different concentrations is performed. A calibration

As noted above, CT inherently provides a

curve is then generated in which the measured CT

patient-specific measurement of the linear attenuation

number is plotted against the known attenuation

coefficient at each point in the image. However, the

coefficients at 511 keV. The resulting calibration

linear attenuation coefficient measured with CT is

curve is piece-wise linear and covers the range of

calculated at the x-ray energy rather than at the 511

linear attenuation coefficients commonly encountered

keV. It is therefore necessary to convert the linear

in the body. It should be noted that most

attenuation coefficients obtained from the CT scan to

commercially available PET/CT scanners use the bi-

those corresponding to the 511 keV (Fig. 4). Several

linear calibration curve method [32].

conversion strategies have been developed including

Dual-energy

scaling

hybrid

challenging approach is to acquire the CT image at

(segmentation/scaling) [31], piece-wise linear scaling

two different photon energies (e.g. 40 keV and 80

[32], and dual-energy decomposition methods [33].

keV) and use these data to extract the individual

In the following, a short description of the nominated

photoelectric and Compton contributions to linear

methods is presented.

attenuation coefficients. The different contributions

Scaling.

[30],

The

segmentation

scaling

[28],

approach

estimates

the

decomposition.

A

technically

can then be scaled separately in energy [33].

attenuation image at 511 keV by multiplying the CT
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Figure 4. Principle of CT-based attenuation correction method on commercial PET/CT scanners.
Reprinted with permission from ref. [34].

In addition to the energy conversion, there are
other issues that must be considered in using CT to

implants, such as dental fillings or prostheses
properly.

generate attenuation maps for correction of emission
data. CT fundamentally has a higher spatial
resolution and is reconstructed in a finer image
matrix than PET. Typically, 512×512 CT images can
be down-sampled to the same image format (e.g.
64×64, 128×128, 256×256) as that used for

(a)

(b)

(c)

reconstruction of PET emission data. CT images also
must be smoothed with a Gaussian filter using an
appropriate kernel to match the spatial resolution of
emission data (Fig. 5) [20].

5. Sources of Error and Artifact in CTAC
PET/CT systems offer significant advantages over
stand alone PET including decreased overall scanning
time and increased accuracy in tumor localization and
detectability [6]. However, the use of CT images for
attenuation correction of PET data is known to
generate visible artifacts in the resulting PET images

Figure 5. (a) Original CT image acquired at 120 kVp with
matrix size 512×512; (b) the slice in (a) after downsampling to 128×128 and Gaussian smoothing with
FHHM=6 mm. (c) Attenuation map of the slice in (b) at
511 keV converted using a bi-linear calibration curve.

This results in steak artifacts, which are propagated
into PET images by the attenuation correction
process [36-40]. The transformation of attenuation
coefficients at x-ray energies to those at 511 keV
works well for soft tissues, bone, and air, but not for
dense CT contrast agents such as iodine or barium [2,
41-48].

in some cases [20]. Commercial, CT reconstruction
algorithms cannot account for the presence of metal
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Figure 6. (a) A normal CT patient couch, the arrow shows couch flex (b) A new designed CT couch for PET/CT in order to
remove couch flex. Reprint with permission from ref. [63].

Mismatches due to uncoordinated respiration as well

positions needs to be taken into account. Generally,

as patient movement result in incorrect attenuation-

there are two registration issues that must be

corrected PET images [49-55]. Truncation artifacts

considered; first the misalignment of CT and PET

due to limited CT field-of-view are frequently

modules during the installation of the PET/CT

observed in PET/CT imaging of large patients [34].

scanner owing to the fact that current PET/CT

These artifacts, however, can be minimized or

systems consists of individual PET and CT systems

avoided

or

adjacent to one another. Second, is the flex of patient

appropriate correction schemes [56]. The x-ray tube

couch. As the couch is moved into the gantry toward

settings (kVp and mA) are another important issue

the PET module after CT scanning, more of the

that should be considered during CT examination in

patient’s weight is taken by part of the couch that is

order to have a noise free attenuation map [57, 58]

unsupported by the base. For accurate image

and decrease patient dose [59-61]. In the following,

registration it is important that the degree of couch

an overview of different sources of error and artifact

flex does not change as the patient is moved from CT

in CT-based attenuation correction in PET/CT

to PET acquisition position. This would cause

systems is presented.

registration problems in PET/CT. More recently with

by

careful

acquisition

protocols

the advent of pedestal/couch design configurations
5.1. Misalignment between PET and CT Images

the degree of flex keeps constant regardless of how

The advent of hybrid PET/CT systems has simplified

far the couch is moved into the gantry (Fig. 6). This

image registration since the PET and CT data sets are

ensures that the vertical position of the patient is the

collected sequentially on the same system without the

same for the CT and PET acquisitions [63].

need for the patient to move to another scanner. This
removes the image registration problem induced by

5.2. Patient and Respiratory Motion

different patient set-up positions [62]. Once the CT

Mismatches between CT and PET images due to the

scan is complete, the patient couch is moved further

physiological motion (respiratory motion) as well as

into the gantry to commence the PET scan. The two

patient movement have been described as a source of

data sets can be considered to be inherently

potential artifacts of PET emission images obtained

registered; just the distance between the PET and CT

using CT-based attenuation correction [19]. Most of

Iran J Nucl Med 2007; Vol 15, No 2 (Serial No 28)
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patient movement and positioning errors in PET/CT

studied how the errors from respiratory mismatch

examinations may be overcome using immobilization

propagate into the PET image through the CT-based

tools [12, 56].

attenuation correction. Goerres et al. [65] have
compared the accuracy of PET/CT image alignment

Downloaded from http://journals.tums.ac.ir/ on Monday, August 13, 2012

in the thorax and abdomen. They reported normal
expiration and free breathing to provide the best
match in the thorax area in 53% and 23% of patients,
respectively. The PET and CT alignment in the
abdominal area was satisfactory in both protocols
[66]. However, if the respiratory commands are not
adequately followed by the patient, the reconstruction
of emission data without attenuation correction is
suggested [56]. To account for the internal organ
motion due to respiration, nowadays, 4D-PET/CT
protocol has been developed. Such protocol enables
the PET and CT data to be individually divided into
different phases of the respiratory cycle thus
permitting data from both modalities to be matched at
the same phase. However, the success of such a
method does not depend on the technology alone, but
primarily on the cooperation of the patient, and
Figure 7. Effect of respiratory motion in CT propagates
into the emission image through the attenuation correction.
(a) CT image using breathhold during thorax scan. (b) PET
image using attenuation correction factors from Fig. 7a. (c)
CT image of different patient during normal breathing. (d)
PET image using attenuation correction factors from Fig.
7c clearly shows an artifact above liver (arrow) caused by
the liver dome being mirrored at the right lung base.
Reprint with permission from ref. [76].

Respiratory artifacts are particularly severe when
standard breath-hold techniques with maximum
inspiration are transferred directly from clinical CT
standalone protocols to combined PET/CT without
further adaptation. These artifacts are caused by the
mismatches of anatomy of thoracic and abdominal
organs at maximum inspiration in CT images versus
the anatomy when averaging over many respiratory
cycles during the PET study [34]. Qi et al. [64]

his/her ability to maintain a regular breathing pattern
[67-73]. In the absence of necessary hardware for
respiratory gating, several groups have attempted to
minimize the respiratory artifacts using available
hardware [74] or modifying the acquisition protocols
[72]. Beyer et al. [49] shown in whole-body PET/CT
imaging of normally breathing patients, respirationinduced artifacts are reduced in both magnitude and
prominence for PET/CT systems employing CT
components of six or more detector rows. Pan et al.
[75] have proposed using respiratory-averaged CT
images in order to minimize the respiratory induced
artifact in CTAC. Figure 7 shows the effects of
respiratory motion in an image. The CT in Fig. 7a,
taken during a breath hold at normal expiration, has
no errors and consequently the attenuation-corrected

Iran J Nucl Med 2007; Vol 15, No 2 (Serial No 28)
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PET image (Fig. 7b) has no errors. Figure 7c presents

calculated for thick body regions is lower than thin

a CT taken during normal breathing with a liver

regions. This effect generates cupping and streak

artifact and Fig. 7d shows how this error appears in

artifact in the reconstructed CT image and makes it

the attenuation-corrected PET image.

not acceptable for diagnostic purposes. Furthermore,

Downloaded from http://journals.tums.ac.ir/ on Monday, August 13, 2012

the

resulting

erroneous

CT-based

attenuation

5.3. Truncation

correction subsequently propagates the error to the

During CT imaging of obese patients and patients

calculated activity concentration in PET images [56].

with their arms down, part of the anatomy may

Although

extend beyond the boundaries of the CT field of view

algorithms [81] implemented as part of CT

(50 cm) and is not reconstructed in CT. This

reconstruction software, this effect is still visible

truncation artifact will propagate errors to the CT-

when having the patient’s arms in the field-of-view or

based attenuation correction which is based on fully

for obese patients during CT scanning using standard

reconstructed CT images including all anatomies

whole-body PET/CT protocols [56].

beam

hardening

effect

correction

which appears in PET images. In the presence of
truncation errors in CT images, the reconstructed
emission images appear to be masked by the
truncated CT. The tracer distribution is then only
partially recovered outside the CT field of view as
some bias of the reconstructed activity distribution
inside the field of view is observed (Fig. 8) [77-79].
There are two approaches for truncation artifact
correction.

In

the

software

approach,

several

algorithms have been suggested to extend the
truncated CT projections to recover truncated parts of
the attenuation map [80]. In the hardware approach,
most manufacturers offer PET/CT scanners with a
patient port of 70 cm for both PET and CT modules

Figure 8. 54-y-old man with history of metastatic
melanoma (arrow). CT image appears truncated (left) and
biases PET attenuation-corrected image (right). Reprint
with permission from ref. [79].

to avoid truncation of CT images for most of the
The contamination of CT data with scattered

patients even with arms in down position [8].

radiation reduces reconstructed CT numbers and
5.4. Beam Hardening and X-ray Scattered

introduces cupping artifacts in the reconstructed

Radiation

images. This effect is more pronounced in next

The polyenergetic x-ray spectra used during CT

generation of CT scanners with large area flat-panel

imaging makes it subject to beam hardening artifact

detector that seems to be candidates as CT module in

cased by the absorption of low energy x-rays as they

next generation of PET/CT scanners with panel-based

pass

PET module [8].

through

the

patient’s

body.

The

direct

consequence is that the linear attenuation coefficient

Iran J Nucl Med 2007; Vol 15, No 2 (Serial No 28)
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Figure 9. Reconstructed images of Monte Carlo simulated emission data corrected for attenuation using from left to right: CAC,
CTAC primary, CTAC total fan-beam and CTAC total cone-beam. Reprint with permission from ref. [43].

Ay and Zaidi [43, 82] quantified the contribution

slice CT) and total cone-beam (panel base CT) ,

of x-ray scatter during the CTAC procedure for

respectively. The underestimation of ACFs will

commercially available multi-slice CT and prototype

induce underestimation of activity concentration in

large area flat panel detector-based cone-beam CT

the central area of PET images [43].

scanners using Monte Carlo simulation. They
reported the magnitude of scatter in CT images for

5.5. Contrast Medium

the cone-beam geometry is significant and might

Although diagnostic quality CT relies on the

create cupping artifacts in reconstructed PET images

administration of oral or intravenous contrast agents

during CTAC; however, its effect is small for current

to allow improved lesion delineation, the presence of

generation multi-slice fan-beam CT scanners using

positive contrast agents in dual-modality PET/CT

septa

should

systems significantly overestimates the attenuation

preferably be corrected during CT reconstruction to

map in some cases and may generate artifacts during

avoid quantification bias. Their results substantiate

CTAC [41, 45-47]. This is due to the high attenuation

the important role of antiscatter collimation and

coefficient of these materials at the low effective

robust scatter correction algorithms which certainly

energy of the corresponding x-ray spectra which

will be implemented in future generation flat panel

results in high CT numbers in the region of contrast

based PET/CT scanners when used for quantitative

agent accumulation through misclassification with

measurements. Figure 9 shows the reconstructed

high density cortical bone [48]. Currently available

images of a uniform distributed activity in a

algorithms for conversion from CT numbers to linear

cylindrical water phantom after attenuation correction

attenuation coefficients at 511 keV are based on the

of simulated emission data using the ACF sinograms

assumption that image contrast in the CT data is

calculated

including

contributed by mixtures of air, soft tissue, and bone

calculated AC (CAC) based on the theoretical value

[32]. The presence of contrast medium complicates

of the linear attenuation coefficient of 511 keV

this process since two regions that have the same

photons in water and the generated μmaps using

image

CTAC with the simulated CT image including

compositions, for example contributed by bone and

primary (ideal case), total fan-beam (current multi

soft tissue in one case and iodine/barium contrast and

between

with

detector

elements,

different

methods

but

contrast
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soft-tissue in another situation [83]. These artifacts

accurately recover lesion size and uptake. Although

are most severe in cases where the contrast media is

several studies have shown that the SCC algorithm is

concentrated, for example in abdominal imaging after

efficient but still limited to simple shapes reflecting

the patient swallows a bolus of oral contrast. In this

the spatial distribution of contrast medium [43, 48].

case, the higher densities contributed by the oral

This limitation makes this efficient algorithm useless

contrast media can lead to an overestimation of PET

in clinical area, where we are facing with irregular

activity [20]. The issue of whether the use of oral

shapes of regions containing contrast medium usually

contrast medium in dual-modality PET/CT scanning

found in clinical studies. However, the classification

produces medically significant artifacts is still

of regions containing bone and contrast agent

controversial with some studies corroborating [45,

material in contrast enhanced CT images is a

46, 84-87] and others contradicting [43, 44, 47, 48,

challengious task; due to the fact the CT number of

88] the fact that the presence of contrast medium can

these regions is similar in the majority of clinical

be a source of errors and artifact when the CT data

cases. More recently an automatic segmentation

are used for attenuation correction of PET images.

algorithm has been developed by Bidgoli et al. [91]

However there are different strategies for correction

and Ay et al. [92] for implementation of SCC

of the contrast agent artifact in CTAC. Some

algorithm in clinical area. Figure 10 shows image

investigators have proposed using separate bi-linear

artifact in contrast enhanced PET/CT image and

calibration curves for conversion from CT numbers

figure 11 shows the accuracy of our newly developed

to linear attenuation coefficients at 511 keV for bone-

algorithm

soft tissue and contrast agent-soft tissue combination

classification of regions containing oral contrast

[28]. Other groups have proposed using image

medium in order to correct for artifacts in CT

segmentation methods of converting CT numbers to

attenuation-corrected

attenuation coefficients that correctly scale contrast

segmented contrast correction (SCC) algorithm [91,

enhanced CT images for intravenous and oral agents

92].

for

automated

PET

segmentation

images

using

and

the

[89]. Other strategies including the acquisition of
both pre-contrast and post-contrast CT scans can be

5.6. Metallic Implant

used to minimize possible artifacts contributed by the

Some candidate patients for PET/CT imaging have

presence of contrast media [8]. threshold conversion

artificial metallic implants, such as artificial joints,

method for whole body imaging and cylindrical

metal braces in the spine, chemotherapy ports, hip

threshold correction and global threshold correction

prosthetic material, dental filling, pacemaker and ICD

method for cardiac imaging are alternative methods

leads. In standard PET transmission scanning with

[90].

for

radionuclides, metal implants causes a little or no

correction of oral and intravenous contrast medium

artifact while these artifact can be significant in CT

artifact in CTAC PET images called segmented

energies due to the significantly higher x-ray

contrast correction (SCC) method was proposed by

absorption of high-Z materials (e.g. metals) compared

Nehmeh et al [48]. This method was evaluated using

to the low-Z materials (e.g. tissues).

Another

well

implemented

method

both phantom and clinical studies and proved to
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Figure 10. Image artifact in contrast enhanced PET/CT image, (a) Bolus passage of intravenous contrast agent in left subclavian
and brachiocephalic veins on CT led to areas of apparently increased glucose metabolism on corrected PET (b). Positive oral
contrast agent (barium) in stomach on CT image (c). Area of apparently increased glucose metabolism on PET (d). Reprint with
permission from ref. [41].

Figure 11. Original contrast enhanced CT image (a), segmented CT image (b), bone objects (c), contrast agent objects (d),
original contrast enhanced CT image after applying SCC to the regions segmented as containing contrast agent (e), generated
μmap from original CT (f), and generated μmap after SCC (g). Horizontal profiles (position shown in f-g) through generated
attenuation maps before and after applying SCC (h).

The presence of streak artifacts caused by metallic

presence of dental metallic implants [40], hip

implants in CT images may mislead the diagnosis of

prosthetic material [38], pacemaker and ICD leads

patients in PET/CT images, particularly when lesions

[36] and metallic DBS leads used for treatment of

are present in the very vicinity of metallic implants

Parkinson’s disease [43]. Figure 12 shows the

[56]. Several authors addressed the impact of using

overestimation of PET activity in presence of

CTAC on quantitative analysis of PET/CT images in

metallic implant.
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dependent, it is hypothesized that the use of a single
calibration curve calculated at a specific tube voltage
for CT images acquired under different scanning
conditions might propagate a significant uncertainty
Downloaded from http://journals.tums.ac.ir/ on Monday, August 13, 2012

during the quantitative analysis of emission data
when PET attenuation correction is based on CT [57].
Bai et al. [32] argued that the slope of the bi-linear
calibration curve for CT numbers higher than 0 HU is
tube voltage dependent. Other studies reported on the
relevance of deriving tube voltage dependent CTAC
Figure 12. Metal ring on left breast of patient (arrow)
produces streaking artifacts and high CT numbers (a),
resulting in falsely increased radiotracer uptake on PET
images with CT attenuation correction (b), whereas PET
image without attenuation correction shows only
background activity at level of metal ring (c). Reprint with
with persmission from ref. [79].

schemes for PET/CT [93, 94]. Ay and Zaidi [57]
reported both μmaps and ACFs are overestimated
when using a calibration curve derived from a tube
voltage (140 kVp) higher than the one used during
actual CT scanning (120 kVp) of the patient. The
behavior is reversed when using the calibration curve

5.7. Impact of X-ray Tube Voltage

derived from a lower tube voltage (80 kVp). In

In general, the CT number values in CT images are

addition

approximately

linear

calibration curve derived under standard scanning

attenuation coefficient of the corresponding tissue

conditions during the CTAC procedure to images

type. However, it is well known that the CT images

acquired at different tube voltages does not affect

do not precisely correspond to a perfect linear

significantly the visual qualitative interpretation and

attenuation map at a fixed energy due to the use of

quantitative analysis of PET emission images.

linearly

related

to

the

they concluded that using

a single

polyenergetic x-ray spectra. With the introduction of
hybrid PET/CT systems in clinical setting, precise
conversion from CT numbers derived from low
energy

polyenergetic

x-ray

spectra

to

linear

attenuation coefficients (LACs) at 511 keV became
essential in order to apply accurate CT-based
attenuation correction to the PET data. Most
commercially available PET/CT scanners use the bilinear calibration curve method, which is generally
calculated at a preset tube voltage (120-140 kVp).
Since patient CT images may be acquired at different
tube voltages depending on patient size and region
under study and considering the fact that the CT
number of a particular tissue is tube voltage

Figure 13. Calculated bi-linear calibration curves for
conversion of CT numbers (HU) into linear attenuation
coefficients at 511 keV at different tube voltages for both
Aquilion and HiSpeed X/iF CT scanners. Reprint with
permission from ref. [57].
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The same behavior was observed when calibration
curves are derived at different tube voltages and used

This is in contrast to relatively low effective doses of

for conversion of CT images acquired at fixed tube

0.15 mSv and 0.08 mSv for thoracic and whole-body

voltage [57]. However, a kVp-dependent calibration

transmission scans using positron emitting 68Ga/68Ge

curve for converting CT Hounsfield units into 511

and

keV

attenuation

sources, respectively [20]. With the introduction of

correction in PET/CT studies is highly recommended

PET/CT systems, several questions had to be

[57, 93]. Figure 13 shows the calculated bi-linear

answered, one of them is “to which limit can the CT

calibration curves for two commercial CT scanners at

tube current be reduced while still yielding adequate

different tube voltages (80 kVp, 120 kVp and 140

μmaps for attenuation correction of PET data?”.

kVp). The XCOM photon cross sections database

Kamel et al. [58] investigated the effect of varying

[95] was used for calculation of the corresponding

tube current and showed that a low-current CT is

linear

sufficient for CTAC using comparative quantitative

linear

attenuation

attenuation

values

for

coefficients of

the

inserted

solutions at 511 keV.

single-photon

emitting

137

Cs

radionuclide

analysis of reconstructed clinical PET images. Ay
and Zaidi concluded that the attenuation map

5.8. Impact of X-ray Tube Current

derivation is independent of tube current due to the

It is well known that a high tube current improves CT

fact the statistical fluctuation of CT numbers in the

image quality at the expense of increasing patient

low current CT images removes during the down-

dose. It was reported that effective doses of 8.81 mSv

sampling and smoothing process in CTAC method

and 18.97 mSv are delivered to the patient for a

[96]. Likewise, a new pre-processing algorithm was

whole body CT scan in high-speed and high-quality

proposed recently to use a single ultra-low dose CT

mode, respectively [60].

scan for both attenuation map construction and lesion
localization [97]. Figure 14 shows the CT scans at 80
and 10 mA, and corresponding attenuation map. The
quality of the CT10 scan is clearly poorer than that of
the CT80 scan. However, following degrading with a
Gaussian filter and down-sampling, the calculate

(a)

(b)

attenuation map from CT80 and CT10 scans look
similar.

6. 18F-FDG Imaging Protocol
The PET/CT scanner combines premier technology
from two imaging modalities, making it possible to
(c)

(d)

Figure 14. CT scans through the thorax acquired with 80
mA (a) and 10 mA (b) and corresponding attenuation map
at 511 keV calculated using CTAC. Using CT at 80 mA (c),
and 10 mA (d). Reprint with permission from ref. [58].

reveal both anatomical and functional information in
a single procedure. Although combination of
anatomical and functional imaging is an obvious
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choice, the design of specific clinical protocols and

weaknesses including the need to define a threshold

flexible workflow utilities is still an active research

for judgment of the existing and degree of radiotracer

arena and open to debate [34, 56, 98-103]. Figure 4

concentration [101]. Despite of the simplicity of

shows a standard PET/CT scanning protocol in

visual interpretation it has limited application in

currently available dual-modality systems. The

research studies where more emphasize is put on

18

F-FDG imaging protocol is divided in

quantitative analysis in order to allow more objective

seven different steps: (i) The patient is prepared form

and reliable assessment [111]. The standard uptake

imaging which commonly include administration of

value (SUV) is the most widely used quantitative

both oral and IV contrast agents [42] and with

uptake index in clinical PET studies. This parameter

standard

18

typically 10 to 15 mCi F-FDG in adults, that should

is define as the tissue concentration of tracer within a

be questioned independently for allergies to iodine-

lesion divided by tissue density, as measured by PET,

based CT contrast agents if these are to be

divided by the injected dose normalized to patient

administered intravenously during the course of a

weight multiplied by a decay factor [112]. Since the

PET/CT study [34]. Proper patient preparation for

weight is not always a good measure of initial tracer

PET studies

has been described in detail, for

distribution volume, several investigators suggested

example by Hamblen and Lowe [104]. (ii) The

variation on the SUV to account for this effect

patient then is asked to remove all metal objects that

practically for obese patients. This include SUV

may induce the streak artifact during the CT imaging;

using lean-body mass [113] or body surface area

thereafter the patient is positioned on the patent table

[114] in place of patient weight.

of the hybrid PET/CT scanner. (iii) The patient then

Generally two approaches can be distinguished

undergoes a “topogram” or “scout” scan to identify

for PET/CT protocols (Table 1). In the first scenario a

the axial extend of CT imaging. (iv) The patient

high quality diagnostic CT is not needed, due to the

undergoes a helical CT acquisition with proper scan

fact the patient had previously undergone a complete

pitch and exposure settings in order to minimize the

CT examination. The low dose CT examination, as

patient dose [60, 61]. (v) The patient then moves to

part of the PET/CT, is used only for generation of

the PET module of the PET/CT scanner and

attenuation map for CTAC and also for anatomic

undergoes the emission scan. (vi) The CT and PET

labeling of PET findings. In the second scenario, a

data are reconstructed and registered [105, 106], with

high quality diagnostic CT is clinically indicated.

the CT data also used for attenuation correction of

Typically, the CT, as part of the PET/CT, is acquired

PET data [107]. (vii) The images are reviewed

using oral or intravenous contrast agents to maximize

quantitatively [108-110] and qualitatively [101] by a

the diagnostic information on anatomy and tumor

physician, who can view the CT, PET and hybrid

vascularization. In addition, the CT is used for CTAC

images, followed by preparation of the associated

and anatomic labeling, or referencing of the PET

clinical report. Qualitative visual assessment remains

results [34].

the principal method followed in the interpretation of

Regarding to the patient positioning, Beyer et al.

routine clinical PET studies. However, visual

[34] reported two main advises based on their

interpretation intrinsically bears many important

experience on more than 3500 PET/CT studies: (i)
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most patients should be scanned with arms raised and

technology

supported above the head. To facilitate comfortable

modalities (PET and CT), typically a procedure that

positioning of the arms, several low-attenuation CT

demonstrates an organ’s function and metabolism

positioning devices are available. By raising the arms

with one that depicts the organ’s anatomy, to produce

for the duration of the whole-body scan and leaving

a diagnostically and clinically superior study. Until

them outside the measured CT field of view, scatter

recently, clinicians had to obtain physiological and

artifacts in the body are much reduced and counting

anatomical information on separate machines and use

statistics of the corresponding emission scan are

special registration software to digitally superimpose

increased.

head-and-neck

the two images. Today, new PET/CT dual-modality

investigations, the area is scanned with arms down.

equipments are capable of performing both types of

(ii) Independent of the coaxial imaging range, all

examinations simultaneously, automatically merging

patients should be supported with a proper knee rest

the data to form a composite image. By uniting

for the duration of the combined scan. When using

metabolic function with anatomic form, dual-

foam pallets or vacuum bags, no artifacts are

modality imaging depicts the human body with a

typically introduced into the CT transmission scan.

level of precision never achieved before. In addition,

Table 2 summarizes some acquisition parameters in

the use of CT images for CT-based attenuation

standard protocols.

correction in dual-modality systems allows to

Conversely,

for

melds

two

independent

imaging

decrease the overall scanning time and to create a

7. Current Status and New Horizon in Hybrid

noise free attenuation map [115]. However, still there

Imaging

are many technical issues that need to be solves

From advances in x-ray film and cassettes to the

through research [116]. Despite much worthwhile

introduction of computers and digital images,

research performed during the last few years,

diagnostic imaging has never stopped reinventing its

artefacts induced by respiratory motion remain

technology to improve patient care. Today, diagnostic

among the most difficult problems to solve [73].

imaging is one of the cusps of explosive growth in an
arena known as dual-modality imaging. This
Table 1: Objectives and requirements of clinical PET/CT imaging. Reprint with permission from ref. [34].
Scenario
CT for simple
anatomic
orientation
CT for state-ofthe-art
diagnostic
information

Clinical approach
PET/CT replaces PET
CT for fast attenuation correction and general
anatomic orientation Mostly whole-body scans
PET/CT replaces CT, or CT and PET State-of-the
art diagnostic CT with contrast agents and standard
exposure levels to maximize information on
anatomy and tumor vascularization
CT for fast attenuation correction Whole-body
scans and dedicated protocols

Focus group

Demands
on CT

Demands
on PET

Nuclear
medicine

Low

High

Cross-modality,
nuclear
medicine,
radiology,
oncologist

High

High
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Table 2. Diagnostic PET/CT acquisition parameters for whole-body and combined head/neck–torso protocol. Reprint
with permission from ref. [34].
Protocol

Standard whole-body

Imaging range
Topogram

Whole-body
1024 mm
140 mL: 90 mL at 3 mL/s, 50 mL at
1.5 mL/s
Single-spiral
130 kVp, 110 mAs
0.8-s rotation time
5-mm slice width
8-mm table feed

Downloaded from http://journals.tums.ac.ir/ on Monday, August 13, 2012

CT contrast

CT scan

3.5 min per bed
2 iterations and 8 subsets on 128
matrix with 5-mm Gaussian

Emission scan

CT postprocessing

Lung window

Neck–Torso
Torso
756 mm
90 mL: 60 mL at 3 mL/s, 30
mL at 1.5 mL/s
Single-spiral
130 kVp, 100 mAs
0.8-s rotation time
5-mm slice width
8-mm table feed
3 min per bed
2 iterations and 8 subsets on
128 matrix with 5-mm
Gaussian
Lung window

Neck
256 mm
60 mL: 60 mL at 3 mL/s
Single-spiral
130 kVp, 160 mAs
0.8-s rotation time
3-mm slice width
5-mm table feed
4 iterations and 8 subsets
on 256 matrix with 3-mm
Gaussian, zoom 2
Zoomed head

Another limitation of current PET/CT technology is

comprehensive view of the heart and coronary

that

data

arteries with submillimeter resolution in five seconds,

acquisition is performed [117]. In addition the

with volumetric CT used to visualize the anatomy of

optimization of detector material, data acquisition

the heart’s blood vessels. The VCT also features

electronics, geometrical design of detection system

VUEPoint

and image reconstruction algorithms are the active

iterative reconstruction technology in 2-D and 3-D

research area in the filed of hybrid imaging [8]. Over

acquisition modes (Fig. 15).

sequential

rather

than

simultaneous

reconstruction

[119],

offering

fully

the years, there have been some moments at which
the scientists might have felt that PET technology had
reached its full potential and perhaps the major
innovations were behind, but always some innovation
change this idea [118]. In present and near future
PET/CT is improving through implementation and
optimization

of

respiratory

gating

algorithms,

improving the count rates, more precise registration
and the reintroduction of time of flight (TOF).

Figure 15. Discovery VCT first clinical case. O15 PET
perfusion/ CT angiography (CTA).O15 rest perfusion (left),
CTA (middle) and O15 stress perfusion (right). Courtesy
Turku PET Center.

With a growing focus on cardiology applications,
GE Healthcare strives to enhance image quality
through dynamic, gated PET and volumetric CT (64
slice). The company introduced at the end of 2005 the
Discovery VCT, a system that aims to convey a
clearer view of the heart. The system combines
PET’s dynamic and gating data, acquiring a

The angle that Siemens has carved out for
improving PET/CT images is focusing on increased
count rates. Siemens has adopted this approach by
introducing TruePoint technology into its Biograph
system. Designed for nuclear medicine applications
where clinicians require extremely precise and
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detailed images to pinpoint minute lesions and

were developed in the 1980s and at that time were

arteries, True Point reportedly adds 33 percent more

used chiefly in research [121-123]. In conventional

axial volume coverage to its PET/CT scanner,

PET, a valid event is formed when the two coincident

extending the field of view and improving counts by

511keV annihilation photons are detected within

more than 78 percent. More recently in the 2007

some prespecified timing window, typically on the

Society of Nuclear Medicine meeting, Siemens

order of 5–12 ns for detectors based on scintillators.

introduced their dedicated point spread function

The two detectors in which interactions are measured

(PSF) reconstruction algorithm that called high

determine a line along which the original annihilation

PET

site must lie. The location of the annihilation site

incorporates millions of accurately measured point

along that line is unknown and must be recovered by

spread functions in the reconstruction algorithms.

image reconstruction. In TOF PET, the actual time

Using measured PSFs, HD PET effectively positions

difference in the arrival of the two annihilation

the LORs in their actual geometric location, which

photons at the detectors is recorded. The time

dramatically reduces blurring and distortion in the

difference increases the farther the annihilation site is

final image and offer the uniform resolution of almost

from the point midway between the two detectors.

2 mm in entire FOV (Fig. 16).

Modern clinical PET scanners typically are capable

definition

PET

(HD

[120].

PET)

HD

of an isotropic spatial resolution in the 4 to 6 mm
range. Therefore, if we wanted to use the TOF effect
to pinpoint the annihilation site to about 5 mm and
completely

eliminate

the

need

for

image

reconstruction, then the photon arrival times would
need to be recorded with a precision of approximately
Figure 16. The difference between conventional PET (left)
and HD PET (right) image quality. Data courtesy of the
University of Erlangen.

30 picoseconds. Detectors and electronics capable of
such a timing resolution are not available; however, a
timing resolution of a few hundred picoseconds is
feasible. This can be used to constrain the

Hitachi’s SceptreP3 and GE’s Discovery LS
employ

Dual

Attenuation

reconstruction algorithm, because it localizes the

(DAC)

annihilation site to within a few centimeters, and thus

technology, which allows the combination of both CT

the reconstruction of that event can be weighted

and sealed source attenuation correction to effectively

accordingly. With currently available electronic the

image patients with metal implants. In addition, the

TOF PET just improves the SNR without any

Non-Rigid

improvement in spatial resolution (Fig. 17).

Fusion

Correction

algorithm

provides

precise

Last

registration by correcting for respiration differences

year, Philips Medical Systems introduced the Gemini

between PET and CT acquisitions.

TF PET/CT, which provides what Philips calls

One technology used in PET imaging that has

TruFlight, its own version of TOF technology. The

resurfaced in PET/CT systems is time-of-flight. The

Gemini

idea of TOF is not a new concept. TOF PET scanners

dimensional, time-of-flight PET scanner combined

TF

is

Iran J Nucl Med 2007; Vol 15, No 2 (Serial No 28)
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with a Brilliance CT scanner (currently up to 64-

technology that may be worth adopting in the future

slices). The PET scanner uses lutetiumyttrium

because it can improve PET performance by

oxyorthosilicate (LYSO) crystals that are placed in an

enhancing count rates. However, Siemens’ TruePoint

Anger-logic detector, accomplishing a light spread in

technology is already doing this without TOF [125].

the detector that is uniform. The scanner was

Whether PET/CT’s performance is enhanced through

designed by Philips to be used as a high-performance

respiratory gating for PET, better count rates, more

conventional PET scanner in its own right, as well as

precise registration or the reintroduction of TOF,

a TOF scanner to provide improved timing resolution

each one of these enhancements contributes to faster

[124].

image acquisition and better image quality with

Not all manufacturers have bought into TOF

bariatric patients. The anatomically guide image

because of certain limitations involving system

reconstruction [29, 126] , new scatter correction

requirements and respiratory gating, reason why GE

techniques [18, 127], Spiral PET acquisition [7, 8]

Healthcare is not a proponent of the technology.

and implementation of partial volume correction

Although TOF can improve image quality and reduce

algorithms in clinical area [21, 128, 129] are another

acquisition time, it requires a PET/CT system that has

potentials that might be enhanced the PET/CT

the highest sensitivity. GE contends that it already

imaging in near future. However, to have an idea

addresses the challenges of imaging bariatric patients

about the specification of current PET?CT scanners

with ViewPoint’s reconstruction and 4-D imaging,

some of the key parameters featured in the current

which enhances image quality on patients of all sizes.

range of PET/CT devices under market from different

Plus, unlike TOF, ViewPoint enables 4-D imaging

vendors are summarized in Table 3 [125].

for respiratory gating to essentially ‘freeze’ motion.
According to one of its pioneers in the 1980s, a
spokesperson at Siemens says TOF today is a

Figure 17. Reconstructed images for the central slice in the 27-cm phantom. These images are for a fixed count
statistics (6.4 Mcts). Moving left to right the images are: 300 ps TOF scanner, 600-ps TOF scanner, 1000-ps TOF
scanner, and non-TOF scanner. Same scan times lead to improved image quality in a TOF scanner with better timing
resolution. Reprint with permission from ref. [123].
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Table 3. Some of the key parameters featured in the current range of PET/CT devices under market from different vendors (Data
were colleted from the official web site of Imaging Technology News [125]).
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Product Name
Company
FDA-cleared
Acquisition modes
Number of
crystals
Number of image
planes
Crystal material
Ring diameter, cm
Axial FOV, cm
Crystal size, mm
Transverse
resolution @ 1 cm,
mm
Transverse
resolution@10 cm,
mm
System sensitivity 3D (NEMA 2001)
System sensitivity 2D (NEMA 2001)
Scatter fraction2D
Scatter fraction3D
CT Module,
Number of slice
CT
detector material

GEMINI
GXL

GEMINI
TF

Biograph
TP

Philips

Philips

Siemens

GE

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

3D, 4D
17,864

3D, 4D
17,864

3D, 4D
32448

2D, 3D, 4D
10,080

45 or 90

45 or 90

(with TrueV)
109

GSO
90
18

LYSO
90
18

with TrueV
LSO
83
21.6
(with TrueV)

4 x 6 x 30
5.3 (4.5 with

4 x 4 x 22
4.7 (4.3

4 x 4 x 20
4.2

LOR)

with LOR)

(~2 with HD)

6.0

5.1

4.8
(~2 with HD)

employ

Discovery
STE

Discovery
RX

Sceptre
P3

GE

GE

Hitachi

Yes

Yes

Yes

2D, 3D, 4D
13,440

2D, 3D, 4D
15,120

3D, 4D
4,224

47

47

47

47

BGO
88.6
15.7

BGO
88.6
15.7

LYSO
88.6
15.7

LSO
82.4
16.2

6.2x 6.2x30
6.2 (2D)
6.2 (3D)

4.7x6.3x30
5.0 (2D)
5.0 (3D)

4.2 x6.3x30
4.8 (2D)
4.8 (3D)

6.45x6.45x25
6.3

6.8 (2D)
6.7 (3D)

5.7 (2D)
5.6 (3D)

5.3 (2D)
5.2 (3D)

6.8

9.3 cps/kBq

8.5 cps/kBq

8.0 cps/kBq

Unknown

NA

7.9 cps/kBq
(with TrueV)
NA

2.0 cps/kBq

2.0 cps/kBq

1.7 cps/kBq

NA

NA

NA

NA

19%

19%

17%

NA

37%

30%

36%

44%

35%

35%

36%

6, 16

16, 64

6, 40, 64

4, 8, 16

8, 16, 64

16, 64

16

Solid-State
GOS

Solid-State
GOS

UltraFast
Ceramic

Patented
Ceramic

Patented
Ceramic

Patented
Ceramic

Ceramic

8.0 cps/kBq

7.2 cps/kBq

NA

Most current commercial whole body PET/CT
scanners

Discovery
ST

conventional

detector

several major problems to combine PET and MRI

blocks

technology in an integrated system. One obvious

consisting of several stacked rings of inorganic

problem is that the radiation of interest, photons for

scintillating crystals radially oriented and readout on

PET and radiofrequency in MRI, come from opposite

the backside by standard photomultiplier tubes

ends of the electromagnetic spectrum and there is no

(PMTs) or multi-anode PMTs. Another possible

single detection system that can be used for both

potential for enhancement of PET/CT’s performance

modalities. Besides putting the two machines in one

seems to be new geometrical concept for detection

cover, similar to the current PET/CT scanners design

system. There are several new concepts including

is problematic because of the incompatibility of

HPD PET [22], Pannel-base PET [8], large axial

currently used technologies in PET and MRI [8].

FOV PET [118] which are under development and

Historically, research on another multimodality

might be commercially available in near future.

combination, PET/MRI, started at roughly the same

In principle all advantages of a PET/CT scanner

time as PET/CT, in the mid-1990s [130]. The

could be replicated by PET/MRI; however, there are

immediate questions that come to mind regarding
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PET/MRI are whether it is technically possible and

in large research centers. Results from studies

what it will be used for. The earliest motivation for

conducted on these systems will then provide the

combined PET/MRI was the fact that strong magnetic

necessary data to justify their routine clinical use and

fields can reduce the positron range effect [131].

eventually convince the medical community about the

Although one can debate how PET/MRI might

merits and cost effectiveness of PET/MR. Until that

ultimately be used, there is no doubting the

happens, I believe that PET/CT will continue to be

technologic breakthroughs over the past 2 years that

the modality of choice in whole body oncological

are now clearly demonstrating that simultaneous

imaging.” PD. Dr. Habib Zaidi said in the month’s

PET/MRI is possible. The earliest attempts at

Point/Counterpoint published in Journal of Medical

PET/MRI used optical fiber technology to pipe light

Physics

from scintillators in the bore of a magnet to

improvement in recent years the scientists expected

photomultiplier tubes, with good magnetic field

to build the whole-body PET/MRI scanners in far

immunity, in the fringe field outside the bore of the

future (5-10 years from now). Figure 18 shows the

magnet [132-134]. PET/MR has four main additional

concept of whole-body PET/MRI scanner with large

features in comparison with PET/CT. First, for small

axial FOV PET [118].

[135].

Considering

the

technology

animal studies, simultaneous scanning reduces time
under anesthesia and enables scanning under identical
physiological conditions. Second, high-field MRI
generates high resolution anatomical and structural
images offering better soft-tissue contrast resolution
and a large variety of tissue contrasts compared to
CT, and allows for functional MRI, thus enabling
temporal correlation of blood flow with metabolism
or receptor expression in brain studies and, more
importantly, is capable of assessing flow, diffusion,
perfusion, and cardiac motion in one single
examination. Third, MRI can be combined with MRS

Figure 18. Concept of whole-body PET/MRI scanner, and
images that such a system might produce (PET image
courtesy of Siemens Medical Solutions; whole-body T1weighted MR image courtesy of Dr. Heinz-Peter
Schlemmer, University of Tubingen).Reprint with
permission from ref. [118].

to measure spatially matched regional biochemical

The obvious objection to such a system is one of

content and to assess metabolic status or the presence

expense in a financially restricted health care setting.

of neoplasia and other diseases in specific tissue

To realize such a system in anything other than an

regions. Finally, MRI does not use any ionizing

elite medical research environment would require

radiation and therefore can be used without

significant reductions in cost. But putting cost aside,

restrictions in serial studies, for pediatric cases, and

technically, it is likely that the PET component of

in many other situations where radiation exposure is a

such a system could be built even with current

concern [135]. “There is no doubt that in order to

technology, and as outlined here, the combination of

assess the need for PET/MR in a clinical setting, such

PET and MRI is looking increasingly feasible. There

a hybrid modality should be made available at least
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are certainly technologic challenges that would need

succeed to replace PET/CT as the hybrid imaging

to be addressed to fully realize the kinds of gains in

platform of choice in future is still a debatable

PET that have been suggested. These challenges

question that will retain the attention of active

include the need to control the contribution of

researchers in the filed during the next decade. Future

scattered coincidences (detectors with excellent

advances in hybrid imaging instrumentation may

energy resolution and perhaps some limited axial

come from unforeseen sources that are unknown yet,

collimation) and random coincidences in a scanner

but they will come.

that encompasses the whole body, the need for highspeed coincidence electronics to keep up with high
data rates, and the need for fast and accurate iterative
reconstruction algorithms to provide high-quality
images in a reasonable time. But all of these
challenges seem within our grasp [118].
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